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 1910.] MAN. [No. 53.

 ORIGINAL A RTICLES.

 Africa: Nigeria. With Plate G. Thomas.
 Pottery-making of the Edo-speaking Peoples, Southern Nigeria.

 By N. W. Thomas, M.A.

 I saw two methods of making pots in Southern Nigeria-the commonest method

 at Utekon in the Bini country and at Sabongida in the Ora country ; the other, used

 for large pots only, I saw nowhere but at Sabongida.

 At Utekon pottery clay was obtained from Ekiadolo (market), and when it was
 required for use it was cut in pieces with a matchet, put in a wooden plate, and

 soaked in water for one night. It was then kneaded and rolled out with the hands

 into sausage-shaped masses about one foot long and two or three inches thick (Fig. 1).

 A number of these rolls were put in a dish by the side of the potter, who is always

 a woman.

 The first process was to take the neck and shoulders of a broken pot, which was
 placed on the ground neck downwards. A roll was then taken in the right hand,

 made into a ball, alid flattened in the palm. This was then put on the top of the

 broken pot and thinned out (Fig. 1). The next operation was to take a roll and fit it

 on the top of this base (cf. Fig. 2); the clay on the inside was straightened out with

 the thumb. The clay base rests on the broken pot, but is revolved independently;
 the pot is revolved clockwise, and the roll put on, beginning at the left-hand side.
 This goes on till the side is six inches high; after this the pot base is revolved with

 the pot, and the back of the pot is supported with the flat hand, when the thumb is

 applied to the inside. As the pot grows the potter stands up, and when the body

 begins to contract again after attaining its full width she uses both first finger and

 thumb for smoothing.

 To make the neck, both inside and outside are smoothed; the clay is a little

 thicker here. A wet leaf is taken from the bowl of water that stands by the potter,

 and as she squeezes the neck upwards she wets it with the leaf and smooths it.

 Thin places are mended when necessary. In elongating the neck the direction in

 which the hand is placed is reversed each time.

 Some six hours after the pot was made the outside was smoothed with Ifemi

 the pot was then put aside to dry, a process which might last five days.
 The implements used were as follows:-

 (a) The long leaf to apply water was from the Egueue tree.
 (b) The straight piece of bamboo, Ifeme, was used for smoothing the pot after

 drying a little.

 (c) Three pieces of Ifeme and two pieces of cord were used as pattern makers
 (Agme).

 (d) The smoother for the inside of the pot was called Itui, but this is really the
 name of the wood.

 After the pot was dried the pattern was put on; the potter wetted her hand and

 rolled the cord round the top, and after that went backwards and forwards (Fig. 7).
 At Sabongida the process was much the same. A lump as big as two hands was

 taken and thinned by placing the hands inside till the sides were raised 6 inches;
 then a roll of clay was taken and put on from right to left (Fig. 2). The outside

 was smoothed with bamboo as the pot grew. When it was time to begin the neck a
 roll was put on from the outside (Fig. 3); it was raised by a roll on the inside and

 water applied outside (Fig. 4).
 A wet cloth was then taken with a small stone in it, and the outside smoothed

 with it, ornamental circles being formed by means of the stone (Fig. 5). The lip of
 the pot was formed with the cloth and fingers, and flattened outwards in the same way
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 (Fig. 6). In smoothing the pot inside, the thumb was moved in the reverse direction
 to that by which the rolls were put on.

 To make the turning process easier, the sherd was placed on a large piece of
 wood as big as a door.

 Large pots were begun at Sabongida by, another process. A ring of clay, was
 put on a broken calabash or pot, and thinned with the hands. A flat circular piece

 was then applied inside to form the bottom.

 At Sabongida the pots were allowed to dry for about three days: then dry
 wood an(d bark were collected, the pots were put on a large sheet of bark, and fuel

 piled carefully round them; the whole operation of firing did not take much longer
 than half-an-hour, and when the fire slackened the potter fanned the flames; the fuel
 was renewed at intervals. Finally the pots were picked out with a long pole (Fig. 8)
 and laid down to cool. The cost price in the market was 3d. for the smaller ones,

 6d. for the larger ones, and about 3s. worth was made at a baking.

 Potmaking is somewhat local in the Central Province. Finely-decorated pots
 are made at Yaju on the borders of Northern Nigeria, and at Ulola, near Benin City,
 I saw some highly decorative pots ; but as a rule they are more useful than
 ornamental.

 In Benin City are made pots with human figures on them (Ulo-Oloku), large
 round pots (utkodo), yam pots (axe), soup pots (umaua), small pots to represent an
 ebo (juju), which are called oviaxe or uluebo, toy, pots of the same shape offered
 (with a hole in the bottom) to Osan or Obiame, and native basins. Uhumilau, or

 heads of ancestors, which are frequently made in bronze, are also made in. pottery.

 The uhumilau often have a projection on the left-hand side to represent the white

 feather worn by chiefs, and one in the centre of the head to support the ivory

 tusks formerly, found in the shrines of ancestors. The chiefs who talked to me
 about these matters were unanimous in declaring that the ivory actually rested on
 the heads.

 The photograpbs in the plate form parts of two series which supplement

 one another. The process was precisely the same in all essentials and in each

 case the photograph is selected which best illustrates the process.
 Occasionally pots are found fixed in the walls of a house as reservoirs for grain

 or beans, but this is rare, and I saw it only at Apasiu, in the Uzaitui country.
 N. W. THOMAS.

 China. Whyte.
 The Incest Tabu. By G. Duncan Whyte, M.B. (cJ. MAN, 1909, 95).

 Residence in China has brought to my notice facts that have an important
 bearing uipon the opinion which is quoted by Mr. Aston (MAN, 1909, 95) from
 Mr. Ellis's Psychology of Sex: "The failure of the pairing instinct . . . in the

 " case . . . of boys and girls brought up together from infancy is . . . due to
 " the inevitable absence under these circumstances of the conditions which evoke the

 pairing impulse." With this opinion I am compelled (like Mr. Aston) to disagree,
 for reasons which have been brought almost daily before my notice for some few years.

 No one can deny the remarkable fertility of the Chinese. The Hoklo inhabitants

 of south-east China (a purely Chinese family) emigrate from Amoy and Swatow in tens
 of thousands yearly, but still the streets of every town and village in South China are
 like those of Jerusalem, " filled with boys and girls playing "-surely sufficient evidence

 that "the pairing impulse" operates quite fruitfully amongst them.
 To a varying extent amongst these Hoklo peoples there is a custom of "carrying

 " in (the word means literally "to take in the arms ") baby daughters-in-law."
 Occasionally, of course, the daughter-in-law does not enter her new home to share
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